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Introduction to the Foundation DataBook 
Help File Notes & Images

The following pages show images from the Foundation DataBook Help file. The software 
version of Help file has the same topics, but also allows the user to click over an image or text 
field to have it popup to a larger size for viewing detail, search for topics, contact tech 
support directly via email, access videos and .pdf files, etc.

The software allows you to search in any field or multiple fields for powerful, fast research on 
foundations or the grants they made. It is worth noting the structure of the DataBook 
software, which consists of two linked databases, Sources and Grants. 

Fields in the Sources database include: EIN (Employer Identification Number...a unique number 
for all tax-exempt organizations, assigned by the IRS); Source, SortName, contact person, 
address, phone, email, URL, financial data, Purpose, Trustees, Restrictions, Deadlines, 
Geographic focus, Published information, Other information, etc. A popup list of all fields in 
either database may be accessed via the search dialog box (command-f in Mac or alt-f in 
Windows).

Fields in the Grants database include: EIN, Source, Grantee, GrntCity (GrantCity), GrntSt 
(GrantState), Category (one of 26 categories based on the National Taxonomy of Exempt 
Entities classifications; software includes a special file explaining the categories; note that it is 
the Grantee and not the purpose of the grant which is categorized); Purpose (of the grant, 
including if it was a 'capital' grant), dollar amount of the grant.

See also the brief videos on a variety of topics showing common activities using the software. 
The videos can be accessed using the HELP button in the Sources database.

Lastly, for a very detailed tutorial on Panorama, the database engine behind the DataBook 
software, see the PDF documents, also available through the HELP button or download the 
(free) Panorama documentation file from ProVUE Development (www.provue.com). If 
interested, you can also download Panorama and use it without restrictions for 45 days. (The 
DataBook software runs without restrictions indefinitely; C&D Publishing has purchased a 
special license so you don't have to purchase Panorama separately.)

Very common activities using the software are:
• Keeping notes or biographical notes on particular foundations
• Earmarking prospect foundations; instant retrieval of the earmarked group
• Special lists built in to the software, e.g. a list of all earmarked foundations which has the 
name of the foundation followed by the board members/trustees of the foundation or a list of 
contact people and phone numbers for your marked group.
• Ability to make updates for addresses, deadlines, etc on your own copy of the software.
• Complex searches which are di!cult with just the book are almost instant with the 
software, for instance, finding all the grants in your town to your type of organization (Arts, 
Health, Human services, Housing, etc.) A search of this type will take less than a minute and 
the result will be a fully editable text report, automatically organized by Amount, Grantee, 
Source, Category, or City.
• Easy to add your 'custom' list of URLs, all accessible with a button click to open directly to a 
foundation's webpage, one of your custom URLs, or the URLs tech support thought you might 
want: GuideStar, Google, etc.
• All of these activities are shown in the DataBook videos. 
• The following pages show 'still' shots of various topics of interest to the DataBook user. 
Suggestions may be made to tech support: Craig@FoundationDataBook.com
Good luck with your fundraising for your worthy nonprofit tax-exempt organization!
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?

The '?' appears in more than one place in the Data Entry layout of the Sources database, but its proximity to another button affects what is displayed. The 
intent of the ? Button is to alert the user to what the adjacent button will do, for instance the ? Button near the Trustees area explains how to use the 
wildcard search feature, while the ? Button near the Export button explains the options for exporting information. The upper right of the image shows the 
button location adjascent to the Export button.

Alpha Grants List

The Alpha Grants List button compiles a list of all the grants of a selected Foundation; they appear in the Display area at the bottom of the Data Entry 
layout. You can resize the Display area by clicking/dragging the bottom-right corner of the window to a larger dimension as large as your monitor will 
allow...or just click over the Display area to pop a new, large window with the data. The Display image shows the Display area containing, in this case, 
the grants list for The 100th Monkey Foundation. The entire list does not appear; clicking over the displayed text will pop up a large window showing the 
entire list, and if it does not all show, a scroll bar will allow you to view the entire list.

While this button's activity is similar to the Grouped Grants List button (in that it selects the grants for one Foundation), it is different from that button 
because you stay in the Sources database using the Alpha Grants List button and you switch to the Grants database when using the Grouped Grants List 
button.

AlphaButtons

The cluster of AlphaButtons is used to present two lists of Foundations' SortNames, a popup list and a display list (below the alpha buttons and below the 
—SEARCH— button). SortNames are used for alphabetical sorting by name of the Foundation, e.g., 'Johnson, Samuel S. Foundation.' For foundation 
names beginning with numbers (e.g., '100th Monkey Foundation') use the '#' button rather than 'H' for hundredth. The ALL button selects all records in 
the Sources database. (Command-A will do the same thing.)

Alt-Click/Option-Click

Clicking over some fields in the Sources database (Trustees, Purpose, Restrictions, GeogFocus, Deadlines or PublishedInfo) will make a viewer pop up; the 
viewing window allows scrolling if all the text is not viewable. You may also hold down theAlt-key (Windows) or Option-key (Mac); this will present the 
field's data in the Display area at the bottom of the window. Clicking the data which appears in the Display area will also cause a much larger window 
to pop up, resizable to full-screen if you wish. The Screen Orientation image (above left) shows the effect of clicking over the Purpose field, which causes 
the viewer to pop up. The Detail image (above right) shows the lengthy Purpose statement in the Display area after alt- or option-clicking over the 
Purpose field.
* Note for Windows users: to invoke the Alt-key option, if any, hold the Alt-key down and press the mouse button down (e.g., 'Topic List'); release the Alt-
key while still holding the mouse button down, then release the mouse. For the Topic List, this will pop-up a list of all help topics in reverse-alpha order.

Amount

The Amount button (Grants, see gray buttons just above the grants listing...Amount is just to the left of the City button.) simply sorts the selected grants by 
GrntAmt, with the largest grant at the top of the list. The Screen orientation image shows grants which were sorted by Grantee; the Detail image shows the 
effect of clicking the Amount button: it sorts the selected grants by GrntAmt.

Foundation DataBook © 2010 C & D Publishing, Portland, OR 97205 
www.FoundationDataBook.com  
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AND vs. OR in a SEARCH

When conducting a manual search, be aware of the option to choose 'AND' or 'OR' for the search. The results will be quite different. In the orientation 
image (above left), the search for 'City contains Tacoma AND FundBal greater/equal to $10,000,000' found 9 foundations in the WA Foundation 
DataBook, 6th Ed. When using the 'OR' parameter, a search for 'City contains Tacoma OR FundBal greater/equal to $10,000,000' found 121 
foundations...the nine in Tacoma and the 112 with FundBal of $10 million which were not in Tacoma (as shown in the upper right image).

Big or Max

The (turquoise green, upper left) Big button adjusts the window to a larger size. (May appear on some layouts as 'Max' button) On most laptops it will fill 
most of the screen and on desktop monitors it will reach a maximum dimension which is probably smaller than your screen. (The Big button doesn't 
actually completely maximize the window....because on large screens it is just too darn big! After clicking the Max button, if you have the screen real 
estate and want it even larger, click/drag the lower right corner of the window box to further expand the window....or use the maximize button on the 
window itself, rather than buttons within the window.)

BUTTONS

Several (grey) buttons are shown in the image: Show; Find Notes; Open Notes; Open new Note with Date. There is a 'hidden' button underneath the word 
'Display'... (In the very bottom of the Sources/Data Entry layout) Clicking over the area below 'Display' will pop-up a larger screen view of whatever 
information is in the Display area...That information changes frequently and may contain a lot of data, which is why this hidden button is useful. In that 
pop-up view, you can resize the pop-up window using the buttons in the upper left or click/dragging the lower right corner of the pop-up window.

* NOTE that some buttons perform slightly differently if the Option or Alt key is pressed at the same time as the button, for example: Alt-clicking (Win) or 
Option-clicking (Mac) on the URL button will act differently than if the button is clicked without holding the extra key down... Normally, if the URL field 
has data it will simply open your browser and open the web page for the Foundation. If the Alt or Option key is also pressed, a popup list of all 
Foundations which have URLs appears...along with some extras: the opportunity to copy the entire list of URLs, edit the URL and a list of other useful 
URLs: the DataBook homepage; the state webpage (e.g., Oregon Attorney General, Washington Secretary of State, etc.); Google; GuideStar and the Provue 
Development homepage (Panorama). Clicking one of the URLs from the popup list will open your browser and take you to that address. Nice!

Calndr

The 'Calndr' (Calendar) button opens the Mini Calendar Wizard. When open, the user can navigate to particular dates, type in a note, hit the Enter key 
and save the Mini Calendar. The Mini Calendar is searchable, so typically a user can enter 'deadline for Collins Foundation' as an example, and later 
search for either 'deadline' or 'Collins.' The former would find records with the word 'deadline' and the latter would find records with the phrase 'Collins.' 
Note that the default position for the Mini Calendar to open is the lower right corner of your screen; click the top of the window to allow you to drag it to 
a new position. You can also resize the portion of the Mini Calendar which allows you to write notes...click the lower right corner of the Mini Calendar 
window and drag downward to make the text entry area bigger. 

Clipboard

The Clipboard button displays the contents of the clipboard, i.e., whatever was copied last. Several dialog boxes also offer the opportunity to view the 
clipboard. The clipboard may also be viewed (depending on the open database you are in) via the menubar: Edit/Show Clipboard. Not all databases 
include this option in the menubar. 
• NOTE: on Windows computers, when the clipboard holds a large amount of data, the data may not appear using the Clipboard button to show the 
clipboard contents. To verify the contents of the clipboard if that happens, simply click the green Start button (lower left of screen) and click the Notepad 
icon to open a blank text-editable page and paste. The contents of the clipboard will appear when pasted. If you don't want to keep the new document, 
quit the Notepad program without saving. Similarly, the clipboard contents can be pasted into the body of a (discardable) email message, etc. Many 
buttons in the DataBook software involve copying information to the clipboard as a fully editable (after the paste) text document.

Foundation DataBook © 2010 C & D Publishing, Portland, OR 97205 
www.FoundationDataBook.com  
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Close

To close a Panorama window, use the Close button if one is available (there is one for this HelpFile, top right of window). Most Mac or Windows 
windows will also have a close button...On Windows it is in the upper right corner of the window (Red X); on Macs the button is in the upper left corner of 
the window (red 'radio' button). 

ContactInfoThisFn

The 'ContactInfoThisFn' button grabs some information on the selected Foundation. You are first asked to choose: Brief info or Full info. Brief does not 
include the BiogNotes field; Full does. You are also asked whether you want to include the grants list for the selected Foundation. The information is 
compiled into a pre-formatted report which you may add to the clipboard if you wish, for instance to paste into an email message. If more than one 
Foundation is selected, you may not compile the ContactInfo. Here is a sample, showing the results of choosing 'brief' and not including the grants list:

• • CONTACT INFO LISTING from OR Foundation DataBook, 8th Ed. • •
© C&D Publishing/Craig McPherson, 1017 SW Morrison #500, Portland, OR 97205
Voice:  (503) 274-8780; email: Craig@FoundationDataBook.com
Foundation DataBook software registered to: Grant Maven — Installed 01/12/2007 — 28 saves
InfoListing compiled 01-31-2007

• PROFILED FOUNDATION— Baker Family Foundation [EIN: 93-1265230] 
• CONTACT PERSON: Ms. Bridget Baker President; Phone: (541) 338-2700
[No URL] 
[No email]
• Mail: 3500 Chad Drive; Eugene, OR 97408-7348
FINANCIAL DATA— • FundBalance: $519,063; TotRevenue: $14,841; Exp: $250: Program service: $24,380 [Fiscal year end: 12-31-2002]
• TRUSTEES/DIRECTORS: Bridget Baker Kincaid, Eugene; Ann Baker Mack, Eugene; Scott M. Diehl, Eugene; Susan Diamond, Eugene; Richard A. Baker, 
Jr., Eugene; Edwin M. Baker, Eugene; Alton F. Baker, III, Eugene; R. Fletcher Little, Eugene.
• PURPOSE: Contributions will be solicited from private individuals and businesses located within Lane County Oregon. After receipt of contributions the 
organizations "grant committee" will: (i) distribute money directly to individuals in need of basic health care or support; (ii) distribute money to Section 
501(c)(3) organizations who serve the community by providing basic support and health care; and (iii) distribute money directly to Section 501(c)(3) 
organizations that support the arts education and recreation in the community. These activities are anticipated to be initiated in the summer of 1999 
primarily in Lane County Oregon. The activities described above will be conducted by the officers and directors of the Foundation.
• RESTRICTIONS: No fund raising activities or business activities are planned. The Foundation will not carry on any fund raising activities or any 
businesses intended to raise revenue for its exempt purpose. Must be a 501(c)(3) organization.
• GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS: Lane County, Oregon only.
• DEADLINES: October 1.
• PUBLISHED INFORMATION: 
• OTHER INFORMATION: The applicant should fill out an application form, answering all questions, provide the requested supporting material and 
submit to Foundation office by mail or hand delivery.
••••••••••

### END OF BRIEF CONTACT INFO LISTING ###

CopyEIN

The CopyEIN button places the EIN (Employer Identification Number) on the clipboard. This is useful because the number is completely unambiguous: 
not only does typing out a name like 'M. J. Murdock Charitable Trust' take a while, it is prone to typing errors too. (Should it be 'MJ Murdock' or 'M.J. 
Murdock' or 'M. J. Murdock' or 'Murdock, M.J.' or 'Murdock M J' and so forth?) If you use Guidestar.org to research foundations, pasting the EIN is MUCH 
faster!

Note: when selecting the GuideStar option from the URL button, you will be prompted to include the EIN on the clipboard as part of opening the 
GuideStar website for just this reason. When the EIN is on the clipboard and the browser opens directly to the GuideStar search page, just click in the 
'Keyword' search box and paste the EIN...and go directly to the record you need.

Foundation DataBook © 2010 C & D Publishing, Portland, OR 97205 
www.FoundationDataBook.com  
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DISPLAY

Display area at the bottom of the Sources database presents a temporary display of data,  in effect, 'capturing' information from various fields, search 
results, etc. so that the contents of the field etc. is displayed  at the bottom of the Data Entery screen...any information displayed in that area can be 
viewed 'full-screen' by clicking over the display area. When the large window opens, it will show the information. The information in the Display may 
also be captured using the Export button in the Sources database.

Clicking in the middle of the screen will close it and return to the main Data Entry screen. There is also a small button which can be used to close the 
Display, but clicking the middle of the window is much faster.

email

Windows: On a Windows computer running Panorama 4.02 for Windows, you are given the option of copying or editing an existing email or if the field 
is empty, you may type a new email address. Options similar to those on Macs are expected with the next revision of Panorama for Windows, late 2009. 
(*Note: To send e-mail on a PC you must select the SeeDLL channel (using the Channels wizard in the Preferences menu. See 'Email-Settings'). 

Macs: Clicking the email button can do several things. If the selected foundation has an email address, you are given two options: to send an email to 
the existing address or to edit the email address. If the selected foundation does not have an email address, you are invited to provide one. Clicking the 
email button causes a list to pop up with several options: you may
• COPY.EMAIL.LIST (Captures the list of emails to the clipboard)
• EDIT.THIS.EMAIL (Edit the email address for the selected foundation.)
• EDIT.PRIVATE.LIST (This list will include an option to email technical support for the DataBook software, but you may also add your own special list of 
email addresses if you wish.)
• SELECT.EMAIL.GROUP (Selects the Foundations which have email addresses.)
• Your Private List of emails (This list will include 'Tech_Support_For_DataBook_Software' (unless you remove it by editing it out), followed by any 
additional 'private list' emails you may have added. Clicking an email from this list will open your email application and prepare a new email to the 
chosen one.)
• A list of all foundations which have email addresses will pop up as the last part of the overall list. If you select from this list, the foundation represented 
will be selected in the Sources database before opening your email application and preparing a new email to be sent.

Email - Settings for PCs

To send e-mail on a PC you must select the SeeDLL channel (using the Channels wizard in the Preferences menu). The screen orientation graphic shows 
the Wizards choice; the Detail image shows the SeeDLL being selected.

Errata/Corrections/
Updates

The DataBook website (www.FoundationDataBook.com) is where corrections and updates for foundations are posted. The orientation image, above left, 
is for the Washington Foundation DataBook. The new version of the DataBook software allows you to make changes in the Sources database fields, so if 
you discover a URL for a foundation which didn't have one at the time of publication, you can add it to your database. Detail image, above right, is a 
portion of the errata for OR Foundation DataBook, 9th Ed.

• Make a donation! If you are aware of updated information for a foundation, contribute to collective knowledge by sending the information to the 
DataBook Headquarters (Craig@FoundationDataBook.com so it can be posted to the Errata/Corrections page on the website for the benefit of all.

Foundation DataBook © 2010 C & D Publishing, Portland, OR 97205 
www.FoundationDataBook.com  
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Export

The gray Export button allows the user to export data from the Sources database. Several options for what information to gather for the report are offered: 
TextReport; BackUp; BoardList; City; Clipboard; ContactAndPhone; Deadlines; EIN/Fund Balance; Email; MarkedList; URL; and Display. The activity 
triggered by each of these 'sub-buttons' is reflected by their name. Each will act a little differently, for instance, if you want a report by City, you will be 
prompted to specify a city for the report contents.

Export Wizard

The Text Export Wizard can be used to export selected fields as a text file. To select fields for exporting, open the Wizard, click the triangles (left side of 
purple field area) to produce a popup list of fields for the export. You may also type in the field names yourself. You may also type in a pattern for 
exporting numbers (salmon-colored Formula column), for instance, when exporting the EIN (which in the software is the 'AG#' field), you might want to 
use the formula 'str(pattern(«AG#»,"##-#######"))' to produce '91-2345678' as opposed Panorama's default export format (scientific notation) for long 
numbers '9.12345678e+8'. 
• Note that you have the option to designate the format for the export as comma-delimited (common for Windows) or tab-delimited (common for Macs) 
by choosing an option from the 'Output Format' area at the top of the Text Export Wizard window. 
• Note also that you can save your export parameters from within the Text Export Wizard by choosing Template/Save options...if saved, you can retrieve 
the export parameters at any time. Image shown is a saved export called 'AddressInfo' title at the top of the export wizard window. (Particularly useful if 
you have taken the time to format output patters, etc.)
• Sample Data column allows user to preview the format for various records (click left/right triangles in Sample Data column).
• The Title check box toggles on/off. The 'on' or clicked check box means that the field names will be included as the first record of the import.
• Once you have configured which fields to export, choose 'Export' from the menubar to  export the data as either a text file or to load the data to the 
clipboard. (Note that on some Windows computers, if a large amount of data is on the clipboard, the 'Show Clipboard' button/command presents a 
blank window for the clipboard contents, even though the clipboard contains data. To check, try opening NotePad, or a word processing document or an 
email and 'Pasting' ... If you are able to paste the data it is clearly on the clipboard even if Windows has problems. ;-)

Export-City

The City option from the Export button prompts the user to specify a city, then compiles a list of Foundations whose address includes that city.

Export-ContactAndPhone

The ContactAndPhone option from the Export button selections provides a report which includes the contact person and phone for the selected 
foundations. This option is useful when just the name and phone number for a set of records is desired. See also the Info button, which provides name, 
address, phone, email and URL for an individual Foundation.

Export-Deadlines

The Deadlines option from the Export button selections allows the user to export a list which includes the name of the Foundation and its deadline 
information.

Export-EIN/FundBal

This export option includes: EIN, name of Foundation, fund balance (assets), revenue and fiscal year. Screen orientation image shows popup list after 
clicking the Export button and clicking the 'EIN/FundBal' option. The Detail image shows a portion of the resulting report.

Foundation DataBook © 2010 C & D Publishing, Portland, OR 97205 
www.FoundationDataBook.com  
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Export-Email

The Email option from the Export button generates a report which includes the name of the foundation and email address, if any. (If none exists for the 
foundation, that will be indicated.)

Export-MarkedList

The Export-MarkedList option will present a list of earmarked records. If none is marked, a message will pop-up explaining that no records were marked. 
If records have been marked, the marked records will be presented in the Display area at the bottom of the Sources Data Entry screen. You can then 
choose to Export a list of the earmarked records (which will display just the names of the marked Foundations...left-hand image) or to Export a list of 
earmarked records with a little more detail by choosing Export Display (see right-hand image). The Export Display option will include a list of the 
earmarked records and also include the contact person, phone (if available), address, fiscal year, assets and amount for program services (grants).

Export-TextReport

The TextReport option produces a report on a selected Foundation. If more than one foundation is selected the report will not be generated. The report 
contains most of the field data for an individual Foundation: name, address, contact person, email and URL, purpose, etc. The report contents are 
presented in the Display area and also in a pop-up window; from the pop-up window, clicking the Copy button will copy the contents of the TextReport 
to the clipboard and may be pasted into an email, text editing window, word processor, etc. The report is plain text, which may then be edited or re-
formatted any way you like.

Exportdetail-boardlist

The BoardList option from the Export button generates a report containing the selected foundations with their board members.

Exptdetail-Backup

User is prompted to proceed as a Mac user or a Windows user.....

FIND (HelpFile button)

In this HelpFile, the Find button allows the user to search for a particular topic. Just type a word or phrase in the dialog box which opens when you click 
the Find button. If a match is found, you will be informed of the number of records in which your search word or phrase occurs. The subset of matching 
records will be displayed in the scrolling list on the left side of the HelpFile. To re-display all of the Topics, click the Topic List button or select Action/Re-
Initialize from the menubar. The image above left shows the result of clicking the Find button in the DataBook HelpFile and entering the text 'find' as the 
search parameter. The image above right shows a message (which lasts a few seconds only) that 18 records were found relating to the search for 'find.' 
The found topics appear in the scrolling list.

Foundation DataBook © 2010 C & D Publishing, Portland, OR 97205 
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Find BiogNotes

The Find BiogNotes button selects all Foundations which have data in the BiogNotes field. After selecting the group, the procedure switches to the List 
layout showing multiple records (usually). In the List layout, clicking on the Foundation name will switch back to the main layout; clicking over the 
Notes column will popup a floating edit box for the Notes for that Foundation; similarly, clicking over the BiogNote data will pop a floating edit box for 
the BiogNotes field for the Foundation. Use the return or enter key to close the popup window.

Find Marked

The Find Marked button presents a list of earmarked Foundations, if any. If 'select' is chosen from the popup list, all marked records will then appear in 
the scrolling list on the left side of the Data Entry screen; clicking on one of the names in the scrolling list will present data for that foundation, with the 
scrolling list retaining only the marked records (until another action changes the contents of the scrolling list). A message will appear if none is marked, 
suggesting that you mark one by clicking in the mark box. The mark box appears in the Sources database on the Data Entry, List, and Page forms. The 
Detail image shows a popup list of marked records at the bottom of the list, which also includes the options to copy the marked list, select marked records 
or un-mark all marked records.  

NOTE: To UN-mark individual records, click the little Mark box that you used to mark a record; the red dot should disappear when the record is un-
marked.

Alt/Option Key: Opt/Alt: pop up list of marked 
records

Find Trustee button

The Find Trustee button has changed with the newer versions of the software for capturing a list of foundations with  board/trustee names with a couple of 
options: All; These, or a trustee Name, e.g., 'Johnson.'  Typing 'ALL'  into the search box to produce a list of all foundations and trustees in the database, 
sorted alphabetically by SortName. Typing 'THESE' produces a similar list of just the selected records. Typing a Name in the search box will list 
foundations for which the Name appears in the Trustees field. This list can be useful when circulated to your board members so that they an establish (or 
re-establish) connections in your network of potential supporters. Capture the list to the clipboard, then paste into an email message or text document to 
see who knows who in your world. These connections can be valuable for informal contact, the results of which can be useful when you commit to a 
project in writing. Example "We hoped to apply for $50K, is that realistic?" Answer: "No, $10,000 would be better." List may also be exported as a text 
file using the Export button. 
• Notes: the 'all'  and 'these' options are not currently available on the Windows version. Images do not include the 'these' option.

Find/Select/SelectWithin

The Find/Select dialog box is often used for searching. From this dialog box, the user can construct a complex search, specifying the field(s) for the search, 
the operators (equals, contains, etc.) and a text or numeric value for the search. Note that fields are defined as 'text,' 'numeric' or 'date' fields for the most 
part. If searching within a text field, you will be searching for text values, even if a number is entered; if searching in a numeric field you must search for 
numeric values...if you search a numeric field (FundBal) for a text value ('johnson') you will get an error message .

The 'Find' button in the search box will 'find' the first matching record and go to it. Whatever number of records were selected will remain selected.

The 'Select' button will select (make visible) all the records which meet the search parameters.

The 'SelectWithin' button will select the records which meet the search parameters AND which are within the currently selected group of records. An 
example might be to perform a search for GrntCity contains 'Memphis' ... Finding 3,301 records, for example. If you then do another search which 
specifies Amt greater or equal to 1000000, and choose SelectWithin, the search will only look to find matching records WITHIN THE SUBSET (City 
contains 'Memphis') ... and would find 15 matching records. If the user conducted the same search and chose the Select option, the currently selected 
group of records would be ignored and the search would be among all records...for which Amt greater than or equal to 1000000...which would be 66 
matching records. (Search example from TN Foundation DataBook, 2nd Ed.)
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Go LIST/Pg

The Go LIST/Pg button switches to the List layout, where data for more than one foundation appears in a list format. Clicking on the Foundation name (or 
SortAName) in the List layout will take you back to your preferred layout, either the Data Entry (main) layout or the Page layout if desired. 

Option- or Alt-clicking the button will switch to the Page layout (from Data Entry) or vice versa, rather than switching to the List layout. See also the 
Layout pop-up button. 

In the List layout, you can sort the selected records in a variety of ways. Clicking on the (blue) 'SortName' column will highlight that column above the 
word 'SortName' showing the sort order as alphabetical by the SortName field...as you click, a popup list appears for you to select a sort order for the 
selected records. You may also use the light blue 'Sort' button in the upper right area of the List layout. Sort options are: SortName (alpha); Fund Balance; 
total Grants;Fiscal Year or to sort by City (location of the Foundation). 

You can also earmark Foundations from the List layout; capture contact information using the Info button and edit either the Notes or BiogNotes field. 
From the List layout, clicking the small blue circle in the Notes column will open the floating edit box with today's date as the first element of the Note. 

A small red 'R' appears by the Foundation name for those where the "only gives to preselected organizations and does not accept unsolicited 
applications for funds' box was checked.

Alt/Option Key: • toggles to Page layout

Go Main

The Go Main button (to the right of the blue DataBook title box) is available from the List or Rankings layouts and will switch from either of those layouts 
to the 'Main' layout. The default for the main layout is DataEntry, but the user can switch the main (preferred) layout by clicking the Layout popup and 
choosing Preferred, then switching to the layout which you wish to be your main viewing layout for Sources. Upper right image shows the Sources 
database in the List layout (see cursor position) and above the layout selection (cursor) the preferred ('Main') layout is showed in light blue as 'Pref: Page,' 
indicating the that the Page layout has been designated as the preferred  layout.

Grantee

The Grantee button in the Grants database sorts the selected records by Grantee name. You are asked if you would like to aggregate the grants to a 
partular Grantee for the report. The Detail image above shows aggregate grants listings.

Group by CATEGORY

The Group by CATEGORY button groups the selected grants alphabetically by Category, i.e., grants classified as Animal-related would appear at the top 
of the list.

Grouped Grants List

The Grouped Grants List button presents a list of grants by a particular foundation, grouped by Category, with subtotals for each category in blue and a 
grand total of those grants in red. NOTE: this search switches over to the Grants database to present the information. To stay within the Sources database 
and present a list of grants in the Display area at the bottom of the Sources database, Data Entry screen, use the Alpha Grants List button instead.
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HELP

In addition to this DBkHelpFile file, the (blue) HELP button pops up a list offering a choice: opening the DBkHelpList or opening this DBkHelpFile. The 
DBkHelpList simply presents a text list of help topics. The list may be copied and/or printed and its window may be resized using the Zoom or Max 
buttons or by clicking/dragging the lower right corner of the window. In addition, holding the option key (Mac) or Alt-key (Win) will re-order the HelpList 
alphabetically rather than it's normal presentation of topics in 'screen' order, beginning at the upper left of the window and going across to the right and 
then down.

The DBkHelpFile opens the database you are currently using...nuff said. You may also download the (free) Panorama Handbook from the Provue website 
(www.provue.com)...it is a fairly large .pdf document and will explain everything there is to know about Panorama.

HelpFile—PDFdocuments

Clicking on the green 'H E L P' button in the Sources database pops up a list of choices, among them the PDFDocuments option. (Orientation image 
shows the option, but with DBkVideos selected.) This option pops up a list of all .pdf documents in the DBkHelp folder. (You can add .pdf documents to 
this folder and they should appear on the pop-up list.) Selecting a document from the list of .pdf files should automatically open the document in Adobe 
Reader. If you do not have Adobe Reader, it is free at http://get.adobe.com/reader/.

HelpFile—Videos

Rudimentary videos are provided with the DataBook software package to demonstrate the software in action. Clicking the (green)  'H E L P' button in the 
Sources database pops up a list of help options, one of which is 'DBkVideos,' shown in the Screen orientation image above left. The Videos file opens 
with an alert message, and after clicking through the message, should start to play the first of a dozen or more videos. You can select which video to 
watch using the pull-down menu in the top left of the window. The Detail image shows the effect of having clicked the button which will pop up a list of 
videos.

HOW TO earmark a 
Foundation

Earmarking a foundation is easy: just click on the 'Mark' checkbox to the right of the Alpha button cluster. Detail image above right shows a (red) marked 
record. Note that records may be marked/unmarked in the List view as well as Data Entry or Page views. To retrieve the marked Foundations, click the Find 
Marked button. 

You can also *code* particular records by typing a particular phrase associated with a particular project or client in the Notes or BiogNotes fields. For 
example, foundations you plan to approach for the year-end capital campaign could have the phrase "capital campaign 2007' in the Notes field; later 
searching in the Notes field for that phrase will find the Foundations associated with your capital campaign! For grantwriters, keeping particular client 
names in the Notes field allows coding of different foundations for different clients or projects.

HOW TO find a trustee

To search for a trustee name, click the Trustee button or conduct a manual search with the Trustee field chosen as the search field. A 'wildcard' search 
using the asterisk character will help find trustees using 'C* McPherson' for the search parameters to find Carol McPherson, Craig McPherson or Charles 
McPherson. Having found foundations whose trustee list contains your search value, you may collect those foundations for a report using one of the 
several options available using the Export button. The Detail image shows the popup list of SortNames for the foundations found using 'Johnson' as the 
search parameter. 

* Note also: a search using the Manual search button allows one to use the 'sounds like' operator. Such a search in the Trustees field for sounds like 
'jonson' found records with Johnson in the Trustee field but also records which include the 'sounds like' names Jamison and Jensen.
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HOW TO move a window

To move a window to a different position on your screen, click the mouse on the top of the window (gray area, top of image to the left or right of 
'Sources:Data Entry' above) and drag the window to a different screen position. If the topmost window is the Grants database and a portion of the 
Sources database is visible behind the Grants window, just click anywhere in the visible portion of the window you want to be the active window.

HOW TO rank by size

There are many routes to take if you want to rank a grouping of records by size. In the Sources database, you can rank Foundations by assets or grants 
using the Rank ASSETS  or Rank GRANTS buttons; in the Grants database, any group of records can be ranked (sorted) as part of the automated report 
generator (you are prompted for a sort order as the report is compiling). In the list layout of the Grants database, you can also click the bottoms at the top 
of a column of records to sort them (Source, Grantee, Amount, City. 

You can also combine the ranking/sorting with successive button clicks, e.g. Click the Source button in Grants to sort the selected records by Source 
(Foundation), and when prompted, choose to display only the summary totals for each Foundation. Next, click the Amount button to sort the records 
again, putting the Foundation with the largest aggregate grant total at the top of the list. (Above left.) With these summaries displayed, you can also 
quickly examine the detail for a given Foundation by clicking on the word '(detail)' in that same sorted list. Doing so will expose the detailed individual 
grants of that Foundation (black font, above right), leaving the summary records (blue font, above right) for the others in the list 'as is.' (Above right.) You 
can expose the detail on any Foundation, and you can click 'the Show SUMMARY info' button to display only summary records again (hiding the detail). 
After exposing the detail on a particular foundation, you can also return to just showing the summary records by clicking the small down-pointing arrow 
in the far left column of the viewing area. (See also HOW TO return to summaries.)

To remove all the summary records (and revert to the detailed list) click the 'Remove SUMMARIES' button.

HOW TO re-size a 
window

Most windows, including most popup display boxes, can be re-sized in a variety of ways. Clicking the bottom right corner of the display and dragging 
the mouse allows the user to manually resize most windows, taller, wider or both. Another option: the Zoom button will 'snap' the window to a 
predetermined size which should fit most computer screens. The Max button will display a larger window. This DbkHelpFile also has options to 'park' the 
DBkHelpFile on the edges of the screen in a small window; the options for parking are top-right, top-left, bottom-left or bottom-right. Use the WinSize 
button to restore the help file window to normal viewing size. 

In this HelpFile, you have additional options to 'park' the HelpFile, leaving it open on-screen and readily available. The options for parking the window 
are the four corners of your computer screen. Once parked, click the WinSizer button to choose a view for reading a help topic.

HOW TO return to 
summaries

Panorama allows us to group records and acquire summary information on the groups, for instance to rank foundations by total grants awarded. A 
common example is when we wish to group all the grants of a particular foundation by NTEE category (Arts, Education, etc.). In that type of list, all the 
grants to the Arts would be grouped and we can view (just) the sub-totals for the Foundation by Category. From that 'collapsed' view of summary records, 
you can click on the small arrows to collapse or expand the summary records. If you have expanded some records from a summary list (Screen 
orientation) you can show just the summary records again by clicking the 'Show SUMMARY info' button, (Detail, above right).
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HOW TO search...

The DataBook software allows the user to search in any field. This means you can search within the Sources database or within the Grants database. The 
Sources and Grants databases are 'linked' to each other (using the EIN), but their contents are different (except for the EIN). The Sources database tracks a 
lot of different fields for compiling the 'directory' information. These fields include: name, address, city, state, zip, zip-4, Purpose, Restrictions, Geographic 
service area, Trustees, Published information, Other information, Notes, BiographicalNotes, earmark status, EIN and so forth. 

The Grants database is simpler, containing only these fields: Source, EIN, Grantee, GrantCity, GrantState, NTEE Category (Arts, Education, etc.), 
GrantPurpose and dollar amount of the award. Each Foundation in the Sources database has at least one corresponding grant record in the Grants 
database....usually many (grant) records are associated with a particular Foundation. In general, if you are looking for Foundations which supported 
Health (for instance) you are better off searching the Grants database, since it shows exactly how the Foundation has spent money in the past....by 
category, by geographic location, by grantee, or dollar amount using the powerful seach capacity of the Foundation DataBook software.

So what you want to search FOR determines which database (Sources or Grants) you need to search IN. To search for a particular Trustee, you need the 
Sources database, because the trustees are not part of the Grants database. To search for a grant or a grantee or a NTEE category like 'Health' you need to 
look in the Grants database, however you could also search in Sources for Purpose contains 'health' or Restrictions contains 'health.'

The Orientation image, above left, shows a pop-up list of options which appear after clicking the Search button in the Grants database. The Google or 
GuideStar options do not add the EIN or other data to the clipboard...however you can add something to the clipboard manually prior to switching over 
to the internet, simpl;y by copying the data you wish to search for.

The Detail image, above right shows an open Find/Select search box after the user clicked on the Fields pop-up list (the column to the right of 'and'). The 
user can choose a field from the pop-up list for the search; the next pop-up to the right allows for choosing a parameter  for the search (equals, contains, 
greater than, etc.). The last part of your search would be to fill in a value or text to be searched for. Example 'SortName contains "Johnson"' (Don't type 
the quotes around 'Johnson' when using this search box. You would need to type the whole phrase when using the SearchWizard to perform a formula 
search... See Search Wizard Topic.

This software has very powerful searching features. See the other topics relating to searching in this DBkHelpFile, and be sure to watch the videos as well. 
See also the Search. Search Wizard and SearchPrefs topics in this DBkHelpfile.

HOW TO select all records

To select all records, use the key combination Command+A on a Mac. For Windows, use Cntrl+A. In the Sources database, the number of selected 
records (visible records) is shown in red type at the top of the layout. In other layouts, the selected records are shown in red in the upper left area of the 
layout and also in the record counter lower left corner. Orientation image shows (all) selected records from the Sources database after using command+a 
or Cntrl+a; the Detail image shows 6,692 selected records (of a total of 27,512 records) from the Grants database (where the select all key combination 
was not used).

Note: in the DataBook Help file, the key command does not configured in the same way; to select all records in the HelpNotes file, click the Topic List 
button.
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HOW TO use the Notes 
field

You can use the Notes field for a variety of things... Keeping notes of which project is associated with a particular Foundation is a common use. Typing 
an identifying phrase such as "Playground/Fall2007" allows you to track which Foundations are associated with the playground project. Another 
common use is to track your contacts with a Foundation: "applied March 1, 2007 for play equipment, $2,500." You can always search in the Notes field 
for any text value...so it is easy to 'link' a group of Foundations with a particular project or campaign. Remember that the Find Notes button will find all 
records which have data in the Notes field; a manual search will allow you to find those with a particular value or phrase.

You can edit the Notes field in a variety of ways: Click the Open Notes button or the Open New Note with Date button...or even using the New•Edit•Delete 
option. You can also just click over the Notes field itself and edit.

Use the Show button to display the contents of the Notes field in Display area at the bottom of the window. Click the bottom right corner of the window 
to resize it to show more of the Display contents or click over the Display contents to present the information it contains as 'full screen.' Click the Close 
button while in full screen...or the middle of the Display when it appears full-screen. The Detail window (upper right) shows the result of clickiing the 
Open Notes button: a new editing window has popped open and any or all of the field's contents may be edited. 

To search for a particular identifying phrase like 'Playground/Fall2007,' simply search the Notes field for that phrase to select all foundations which have 
been so marked.

HOW TO: find grants 
bigger than ???

Use the Search button in the Grants database and choose either 'Common searches' or 'Manual.' If Manual, click the Field you want to search in and set 
a value; if 'Common searches' click through each field choice question (leaving 'as is' to ignore that parameter) and fill in the search parameter of your 
choice. If you are searching for grants greater than or equal to '999999,' only fill the Amount parameter in the 'Common search' option. An option left 
blank or 'as is' will be ignored; you may complete all of the search parameters. The Screen orientation image above left, shows a search for all grants for 
which the Amt (amount) is 'greater than or equal to' the value '1000000.' Those grants of $1 million or more are shown in the Detail image. Those results 
could have been captured as a text file report simply by clicking on the Report button.

HOW TO: find grants in 
my town

To find grants in your town, switch to the Grants database....and search for (the field) 'GrntCity' CONTAINS (or EQUALS) the town of your specification. It 
is very easy to do this using the Search button...(or choosing either manual search or Common search buttons)....and specifying a particular town for the 
GrntCity parameter, for instance ='Salem' if you wanted a list of grantees in Salem. Once the subset has been found (if any) you may use the Report 
button to compile the data into an organized report. You will be asked how you would like the report to be sorted...by amount, city, grantee, source, etc. 
You may also give the report a title to describe the contents of the report, for instance: "Grants in Eugene classified as 'Arts' which were greater than or 
equal to $5,000 as requested by the board committee to pursue support, Friday, February 2, 2007." You can also sort the resulting group of records by 
clicking on the gray buttons above columns of data, e.g., clicking the 'Amount' button will sort the selected records by amount; clicking the 'City' button 
will sort by grantee city, etc. 

The Detail image above shows a search for which GrntCity (grantee city) 'beginswith' 'Portl.' Note that the search still works with the partial string 'Portl' 
for the search parameter...it is unlikely that any town except 'Portland' will match; a search using 'port' however, might find 'Portland,' 'Port Orford,' or 
'Portsmouth.' A similar search using the parameter 'contains' might find 'Port of Portland', but using 'beginswith' would not.

Info

The (light gray) Info button (just right of the Alpha button cluster)  gathers contact information (to the clipboard) for a single Foundation: Name, contact 
person, address, phone, email and URL. Detail image shows the after-effect of clicking the Info button. 
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Layout button

The Layout button in the Sources database allows the user to choose between several layouts via a popup list, plust the option of setting a 'preferred 
layout' (shown, upper left image). The most comprehensive layout is the Data Entry screen; the Page layout (Detail image) is better for printing, the List 
layout shows data on many foundations at one time instead of data for just one Foundation, etc.  The 'preferred' layout means the software will select 
that layout when opening/re-initializing OR when clicking the GoMain button. If you change the preferred layout and close Sources without saving, the 
preference setting will also not be saved.

Layout pop-up

The Layout pop-up presents options for viewing data: the Data layout, List layout, Page layout or Rankings layout, and the option to set a preference for 
which layout opens when the database is opened/re-initialized OR the GoMain button is clicked. Click on the pop-up (rectangle with black triangle 
above the SAVE button and to the right of the blue 'Layout—>' label) and make a selection from the list. If you choose 'PreferredStartUpLayout' the 
currently visible layout will be the one that appears when opening (or re-initializing) the Sources database.

Manual Search

The Manual Search button allows the user to search in any field...(NOTE: you can also use the keyboard command (command-f for Macs, Cntrl-f for 
Windows) to conduct a search, HOWEVER the results will not be displayed in the scrolling list.) You can later compile various reports for those records 
which were found...just click the Export button.

To change 'and' (to the left of the field name popup which says 'SortName' in the Detail image), click over the word 'and' to change the parameter to 'or' 
for a search like 'GrntCity contains Eugene OR GrntCity contains Salem.

To choose a field in which to search, click the popup button shown in the Detail image as 'SortName.' This will popup a list of all fields, allowing you to 
select the appropriate one for the search you are conducting.

To change the search operator 'Contains' to another parameter, just click over the word 'Contains' to get a popup list of choices which include: Contains, 
Not Contains, Begins with, Ends with, Equal, Not equal, Less than, Greater than, Less/equal (less than or equal to), Greater/equal (greater than or equal 
to), Sounds like, Match or Match exact.

The match operator checks to see if the text on the left matches a pattern you specify on the right. The pattern allows you to set up very flexible 'wildcard' 
matches where some characters must match and some do not have to. The pattern should combine normal characters, which must match the text on the 
left, and wildcard characters, '?' and '*.' The ? Wildcard character will match any character. The * wildcard character (asterisk) will match a variable 
number of characters. Any other character must match (but an exact upper/lower case match is not requred unless you are using the 'Match exact' 
operator. 

Example: using the pattern 'j*johnson' for a search, the name must begin with j (or J) and end with johnson (or Johnson)...the characters in between 
don't matter. So Name match 'j*johnson' produces a true result for names like Jim Johnson, Jack Johnson, Jenny Johnson, etc. Another true result: J346 
Ujohnson or J@#opcjohnson.

Example using the ? Operator: ZIP match "926??" will produce a true result for ZIP codes like 92631 or 92685.....it produces true results for ZIP codes 
which begin with '926' and ZIP field must be five digits long. (This example assumes the ZIP field is a text field, not a numeric field.) To search a ZIP field 
which may contain either five or more characters (98655 or 98655-4565) you can use ZIP match 986??* (The ?? Characters mean that there must be at 
least five digits, while the * means that any extra characters are OK. This formula will produce true results for ZIP codes like 98655, 98655-3456, but a 
false result for 986 or 9864.

Map

Mac only: the Map button will open the internet browser and attempt to display a map of the DataBook address for the Foundation using MapQuest. 
Doesn't for work all Foundations, e.g., post office box addresses. You may zoom the map image in or out by clicking the numbers along the left side of 
the map.
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Mark

The Mark button allows the user to 'earmark' a particular Foundation. Most often this is useful for a 'best prospects' list but it may have other uses as well. 
Clicking the Mark button toggles ON/OFF. Marked recors should show a red mark in the 'Mark' box. See also the FindMarked button, and note that the 
Notes field can also be used to tag certain records.

Mini Correspondence

The Mini Correspondence Wizard allows the user to automatically prepare correspondence to one or more foundations in the Sources database. In order 
to use the Mini Correspondence feature, you must first configure the Generic Fields Wizard so that it can recognize the fields from the Sources database. 
Special .pdf files are included in the DataBookHelp folder on topics related to setting up the Mini Correspondence Wizard so that it recognizes the 
addresses of the Foundations in the Sources database. To open the generic fields wizard, first open the Mini Correspondence or other Wizard, then open 
the Preferences/Generic Fields Wizard from the menubar. From the menubar, choose the Database option to popup a list of open databases...select 
Sources. In the Generic Fields Wizard window, the Sources field names appear in the left column...simply click and drag a field name and release over a 
field in the Generic Fields column. For example, click 'Source' in the Database Fields column and drag that field to the Generic Fields column and release 
the mouse over the appropriate field, in this case 'Name='. When you release the mouse from the drag action, you should now see that 'Name=' has 
been replaced with 'Organization=Source' and 'ReqAddress' has been assigned to the generic 'Address' field ... Repeat with additional fields. (See Detail 
image, above right.)

Once the generic fields recognize the fields in Sources, when you open the Mini Correspondence Wizard (other procedures popup in Sources Data layout) 
you will be asked if you wish to start a new letter to the selected Foundation. 

New•Delete•Edit

The (blue) New•Delete•Edit button (Mac only as of 7/10/08) pops up a list of options to add a new record, delete a record or edit an existing record. If 
you wish to delete a record, you must first select just that record; otherwise you will be prompted to do so. If you choose New or Edit, you may then 
proceed to select a field for editing, make your changes, and save them. If you make changes to the database and do not immediately save the changes, 
you will be prompted to do so before quitting.

NOTE: although you can create a new record in the Sources database, you cannot alter the Grants database so there is no opportunity for creating a 
grants list for a new record in Sources (other than creating your own grants list and storing the list in the Notes or BiogNotes field in the Sources database, 
just as you can keep any notes of your own in these fields). See database structure diagram by clicking the copyright button in Sources.

New•Delete•Edit (EDIT 
option)

The (turquois blue) New•Delete•Edit button (Mac only as of 9/10/08)  allows the user to create a new record, delete an existing record, or edit an existing 
record. Each field may be edited independently using a popup list of fields to select one for editing. You must select only one Foundation from the 
Sources database before editing it. You may not edit records in the Grants database. The Detail image above right shows the (partial) popup list of 
editable fields, showing Source at the top of the list and Fund Bal at the bottom...the popup list of fields is only partially visible in this image. Selecting 
one of these choices will present an editing box for your edits. 

NOTE: although you can create a new Sources record, be aware that you cannot edit the Grants database...therefore, clicking the AlphaGrants List or the 
Grouped Grants List buttons will NOT present a list of grants for the new record, since there won't be any!

LAST, but IMPORTANT NOTE: If you alter the EIN field of a record in the Sources database, the grants of that foundation will NO LONGER LINK to the 
Source foundation.  The grants are linked to the Source foundation using the EIN. If this happens, you can enter the correct EIN for the foundation in 
question to restore the link, or you could need to reload the data from the CD. 
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Open BiogNotes

The Open BiogNotes button opens the BiogNotes field in a large window; content may be edited in this view. Detail image shows the open edit box with 
current contents of the BiogNotes field.

Open Notes

The (gray) Open Notes button opens a 'floating edit' box with the data from the Notes field, if any. You may edit using this feature, by double-clicking 
directly over the Notes field, or usiing the Open New Note with Date button (which adds today's date at the beginning of the note). The Detail image 
shows the edit box in the 'opened' view; click outside the box or hit the Enter button to exit the popup edit box.

Other Procs

The popup list (black triangle, below "Other Procs" text below QUIT button) is an alternate way for the user to activate select procedures. These procedures 
are shown in the Detail image above: choosing from the popup list will activate the procedure, for instance: choosing the Save/s option will save the 
Sources database.
NOTE: the REVERTtoSAVED option allows the user to revert to the last saved version of the Sources database; REVERT is also available using the 
Panorama menu options which appear under FILE at the top of the Panorama window.

Panorama Documentation

Documentation for the application Panorama is available from the Provue Development website as free .pdf files: www.provue.com/Downloads/PDF/
index.html 
The DataBook software is built with Panorama, which is a very fast relational database with extreme flexibility. Panorama provides the tools to build 
sophisticated and complex databases, but the novice user can build a basic database files in minutes...Panorama's flexibility and power allows 
modifications as you learn and your needs change. The documentation is free to anyone; see also the videos demonstrating features and examples on the 
Provue website. You can download a trial version of Panorama at no charge. Give it a try...it's fun!

PopAll

The PopALL button pops up a list of all the Foundations in the Sources database...showing the SortName. Choosing a Foundation from the list displays 
the data for that Foundation.

Print

The Print button allows the user to print a record or records. You are asked to confirm the print job with a message indicating how many records are 
going to print...if you have selected all records in the Sources database, you might not want to print them all...If you confirm the print job, you are asked 
to pick a layout for the print job: data, page, list, ranking, or textonly. The TextOnly information only appears when a report is compiled using the 
ContactInfoThisFn button.
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Print Screen Images—Mac

Hold down the command (apple) key and the Shift key as you strike the 4 key (not on the keypad). The cursor will change to crosshairs...click and drag to 
define a rectangular selection box for your image...release the mouse. If you want to capture the entire screen, make your selection rectangle as big as the 
screen. The resulting image will appear in your desktop window as 'Picture x.png' where x is a number which is one more than any other images with a 
title which begins with 'Picture' and ends with '.png.' Image above left shows result of defining a rectangle for a full screen image; image above right 
shows a smaller selection for the image.

Print Screen Images—
Windows

To copy the entire screen, hold down the Shift Key and hit
"Print Screen." (Actually the 'PrtSc' key...to the right of the F-12 key)  To copy the active window only, hold down the Alt-key and hit "Print Screen." 

Then go to the Start Menu / Programs / Accessories /Paint.    After Paint opens, there should be a blank white image in the window.  Hit Edit/Paste ( or Ctl 
+ V) and you should see the image in the window. You can then crop if you wish...or paint whatever into the image, etc, then save in one of several 
formats.

PrintForm

The (blue) PrintForm button in the Grants database presents the user with two options: List or Text. Choosing the List option will print using the list layout 
in the Grants database; using the Text option will shift to a special layout for text reports. NOTE: in order for the Text option to work properly, you must 
prepare a report using the Report button.

NOTE: when using the Text report option, the report generator will automatically default to printing each record as a separate page. You have options in 
the print dialog box to PrintAll or PrintSelected pages. Use the PrintSelectedPages option and designate printing from page 1 to page 1 if the report prints 
as many copies as there are records.

QUIT

The QUIT button quits the application. If you have made changes, you will be prompted to save them prior to quitting, as shown in the Detail image. To 
save, click OK; to close without saving, type No in the text box; to cancel the quit procedure, click the Cancel button.

Rank ASSETS

The Rank ASSETS button (Screen orientation window, above left) organizes the selected foundations by assets (field is named 'FundBal' for Fund Balance) 
with the largest at the top of the list. The user is given the choice of All or Selected group of Foundations (See Detail window, above right). For printing, 
choose the 'Rankings' option from the popup list. 
After choosing All or Selected, a popup list appears offering three choices: OK, Copy or Display. • If 'OK' is chosen, the layout is switched to list format 
instead of single record (Data Entry).
• If 'Copy' is chosen, the list is put on the clipboard and the Data Entry layout is chosen. 
• If 'Display' is chosen, the list appears in the Display area at the bottom of the Data Entry layout. 
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Rank GRANTS

The Rank GRANTS button (Screen orientation window, above left) organizes the selected foundations by Program service amount (usually the same as the 
grants total) with the largest at the top of the list. For printing, choose the 'Rankings' option from the popup list. The user is given the choice of All or 
Selected group of Foundations (Detail window, above right).

After choosing All or Selected, a popup list appears offering three choices: OK, Copy or Display. • If 'OK' is chosen, the layout is switched to list format 
instead of single record (Data Entry).
• If 'Copy' is chosen, the list is put on the clipboard and the Data Entry layout is chosen. 
• If 'Display' is chosen, the list appears in the Display area at the bottom of the Data Entry layout. 

Re-Initialize

The yellow Re-Initialize button causes the database to re-open as if 'from scratch.' It is located in the upper right corner of the Sources or Grants 
databases. Re-initializing the Sources database causes the Splash screen to open in addition to the Sources database; it will stay open for a few seconds 
and should close automatically...otherwise, just click in the middle of the Splash screen to close the window.

Remove SUMMARIES

Panorama allows us to group records and acquire summary information on the groups, for instance to rank foundations by total grants awarded. A 
common example is when we wish to group all the grants of a particular foundation by NTEE category (Arts, Education, etc.). In that type of list, all the 
grants to the Arts would be grouped and we can view (just) the sub-totals for the Foundation by Category. 

To remove the temporary summary values, click on the RemoveSummaries button (Grants database, Screen orientation image) or choose '—remove all 
summaries' from the Other Procedures popup list (Sources, Detail image).

Report

The (green; upper right) Report button in the Grants database prepares an automatically formatted, editable text report. The contents of the report are 
dependent on selected records or search findings.

REQUEST NEW HELP 
TOPIC

••• In Sources, click the email button to prepare an email message to tech support (or click TechSupport's nose, above right).
•••The help file is updated periodically. If you think that an additional topic is needed, or if you want help trying to accomplish a particular task using 
the DataBook software, feel free to send an email to the DataBook Technical Support World Headquarters by using the popup list of email addresses in 
the Sources database. Please be specific about what you would like help doing and any details which will help understand the problem or need. 

REVERTtoSAVED

The REVERTtoSAVED option from the OtherProcs popup allows the user to make a lot of changes to the Sources database and then revert back to the 
originally saved database condition as it was saved the last time you saved (in case you changed your mind or made changes you did not like or some 
other grievous error). If you have made changes and decline to save, the changes will not be saved. (Duh.) This option is available because Panorama 
runs entirely in RAM....which is why it is blazingly fast... And also it allows the user to specify when the file is saved...or not. You can also choose from 
the FILE menu, the 'Revert to saved' option...which will also rever to the last saved version of the database.
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Save

The (green) Save button (in the upper right section of the Data Entry screen of the Sources database) saves the Sources database. Since Panorama operates 
entirely in RAM, or active memory, it is blazingly fast...because it does not write to the hard drive copy of the file every time a change is made. So if you 
make changes, you will be prompted to save before closing the Sources database; you may also save your work at any time using the Save button. • Alt- 
or option-clicking the SAVE button will present information about the last save, the number of changes made since the last save, where the DataBook 
files are kept on your hard drive...and a button allowing you to save or just exit the dialog box (see Detail image.).

Alt/Option Key: • presents number of changes/
last save info

Search

You can search in any field in either the Sources or Grants databases. Using the Manual search option from a popup list and the Search button, or 
invoking a search manually by using the command-f key combination (Mac) or Ctrl-f (Win). The Search button is usually a better option because it will 
refresh the screen to show results of the search, whereas using the keyboard commands will not. The Screen orientation image above left shows the 
options for the Find/Select Data dialog box. • Of particular note is the popup list which appears when the user clicks over the Contains button in the 
dialog box. The choice from this list dramatically influences the search results: choosing 'Contains' versus 'NotContains' will have much different results!  
(See also the "AND vs. OR in a SEARCH" topic.)

• Note also that if you wish to search in more than one field OR in the same field to find differing values, you must choose the 'or' option as opposed to 
the 'and' option (image on left shows 'AND' and the right image shows 'or.' A search for GrantCity contains 'Eugene' OR GrantCity contains 'Salem' will 
find grants in EITHER Eugene or Salem; a search for GrantCity contains 'Eugene' AND GrantCity contains 'Salem' would of course find nothing, because 
a grantee can only be in one city at one time! This searching capacity is very powerful, but must be used correctly to achieve the desired results. It is very 
powerful...and fast...to find all grants in Eugene greater than $10,000 in the categories Human Services OR Youth can take less than a minute with the 
software but would be extemely tedious to attempt with only the book itself.
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Search operators

You can search in any field in either the Sources or Grants databases. Using the Manual search option from a popup list and the Search button, or 
invoking a search manually by using the command-f key combination (Mac) or Ctrl-f (Win). The Search button is usually a better option because it will 
refresh the screen to show results of the search, whereas using the keyboard commands will not. Panorama gives you a lot of options to incorporate into a 
search (see Detail image). Most of these operators are self-explanatory. The are Contains, NotContains, BeginsWith, EndsWith, Equal; NotEqual, 
LessThan, GreaterToOrEqual, SoundsLike, Match, MatchExact. Explanation from Panorama Programming Reference: MATCH - the match operator  checks 
to see if the text on the left matches a patter you specify on the right. The pattern allows you to set up very flexible 'wildcard' matches where some 
characters must match and some don't have to. The pattern should combine normal characters, which must match the text on the left, and the wildcard 
characters '?' and '*' may be used. The '?' wildcard character will match any character. The '*' wildcard character (asterisk) will match a variable 
number of characters. Any other character must match (but an exact upper/lower case match is not required unless you are using the 'matchexact' 
operator). See Panorama Reference file for additional information on using the 'match' or 'matchexact' operators. The Detail image shows a few 
examples. An interesting operator is the 'SoundsLike' operator. A search for SortName soundslike 'jonsen' would find records with 'johnson' in the 
SortName field. (Not perfect, but can be useful on occasion....just another example of the powerful search capacity of the Foundation DataBook 
software...and Panorama ;-)

There are 27 operators available for use in a Panorama formula (see also Manual Search). The common ones are:
* (multiply)
+ (add)
- (subtract)
/ (divide)
< (less than)
<= (less than or equal to)
<> (compares two values to see if they are different [not equal]. These values may be any data type but both values must be the same data type.)
= (equals)
> (greater than)
>= (greater than or equal to)
AND [searching two values, e.g., City="Seattle" AND FundBal>float(99999999)]
BEGINSWITH (used for a text search, e.g., SortName beginswith "John")
CONTAINS (used for a text search, e.g., SortName contains "richard")
ENDSWITH (used for a text search, e.g., Source endswith "charitable trust")
NOTCONTAINS (The 'notcontains' operator compares to text values to see if the value on the left contains the value on the right anywhere within it. The 
result is true if the value isn't there.)
OR (The 'OR' operator combines two true/false formulas so that the result is true if either of the formulas is true.)
SOUNDSLIKE (The 'soundslike' operator copares two text values to see if the value on the left 'sounds like' the value on the right. LastName soundslike 
"Smith" might be true if the name is Smith, Smyth or Smythe and false if the name is Jones or Williams.)

See the Panorama Reference file for additional operators used by Panorama, available for download at www.provue.com.

Search Wizard

The Search Wizard offers very powerful and very fast search options. Starting in Panorama 5.5 you may save your searches, either a Basic search ('Jones') 
or a Formula search (City contains 'Eugene').  The HelpFile folder contains a .pdf document which is specific to using...and configuring the Search 
Wizard. (In Sources, click the HELP button and then 'PDFdocuments.') Screen orientation image shows the Search choice from the Panorama windowbar; 
the Detail image shows the effect of clicking the 'magnifying glass' icon in the Search Wizard. For a 'Basic' search type a word or words in the Live 
Clairvoyance search box; for a 'Formula' search, click the yellow 'Formula' icon; choose a field from the Fields menubar option, then set an operator like 
'=' or 'contains' or 'beginswith' and type a value with quotation marks. (Example: County = "Multnomah".) To save the search, click the magnifying 
glass icon to the left of the text entry area...this will allow you to save (or not). The Prefs option allows the user to exert control of various elements, 
including the way the search findings are displayed. The default setup is to search all fields.  Note: holding the option key down while clicking on the 
TopicList button in the Help file on Macs will reverse the order of the list. Holding the Alt key down in Windows AND using the  left 'mouse' button on 
laptops to click the TopicList button, BUT releasing the Alt key before releasing the 'mouse' button will reverse the list.
• See also: SearchPrefs which has images which show the effect of having specified search results (SortName, City, Fund Balance as opposed to all fields 
shown in the Detail image.)
• See also: Search Operators
• See also: in the HELP folder, choose the PDF documents from the popup list and then choose 'Search Wizard.pdf'

•••NOTE: when search results may be very large, be sure to use the float( function in a Live Clairvoyance Formula search (e.g., 'Amount>
float(99999999)' rather than 'Amount>99999999').

Alt/Option Key: Reverse list order
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SearchPrefs

You can set parameters for the Live Clairvoyance search feature so that 1) the search will be limited to certain specified fields OR to search ALL fields or 2) 
the search RESULTS can be set to show particular fields in the search findings. The Screen orientation image above left shows the Live Clairvoyance 
Wizard window...note the Prefs button (light switch) option, upper right of image. Detail image shows the effect of clicking on the Prefs (light switch) 
button. The configuration shown is for searching All Fields, but is configured so the results of the search display only the SortName, City, and Fund 
Balance for each foundation found in the search. This was achieved by clicking the SortName field under 'Database Fields' column and dragging it and 
releasing it over the 'Display Fields' area of the Configure window.  Next, the City field was dragged into position and lastly, the FundBal field was 
dragged into position. The display of findings shows only these three fields.

You can also restrict the Search Fields (only search in the specified fields, rather than All_Fields as shown in the Detail image, above right. To restrict the 
search to particular fields, click on a field from the Dataase Fields area on the left of the Configure window and drag the field into the Search Fields area. 
If you put the SortName field as the only field in the Search Fields area, when you use the Search Wizard, your search will be limited to matching records 
where the SortName matches your search criterion.

The Select Data button selects all foundations which were found in the search. Double-clicking one of the foundations in the match list selects that 
foundation in the Sources database. Stored search formulas are shown in the lower right area of the Configure window.  To performa  Formula search, 
click the Formula icon and type a formula such as: SortName contains "TextForTheSearch" Note that after clicking the Formula icon, you can use the 
pull-down menu from the menubar to view a list of fields in the selected database; scroll the list and release the moust over a field from the menu list...it 
will appear in the search box and you can then type 'contains' or 'equal' or any of the other operators. (See Operators topic.) Finish the formula by typing 
a text value surrounded by quotation marks if searching in a text field. If searching in a field which handles numbers, do not use the quotation marks in 
the formula and use operators (=, >, <, �, � etc. Instead of writing text for 'equals. (E.g., FundBal > 999999). If searching for very large numbers, use the 
format FundBal > float(999999999) to make sure the number is treated as a floating point number instead of as an integer.

To save a formula search, click the Formula icon and type your formula in the Live Clairvoyance searchbox (Shown in the Screen orientation window, 
above left.) After clicking the yellow Formula icon, type a formula in the search text area. Note that you can choose from available field names from the 
menubar: click 'Database' in the menubar to select a database. Then click 'Fields' in the menubar for a popup list of fields and select a field from the list 
to put that field into the Live Clairvoyance searchbox to be used in a formula. With a Basic search only the text value you type in will be used for a 
match; with a Formula search, you'll need to use the format FIELD  operator "VALUE" for example, City contains "Eugene" where VALUE is within quote 
marks.

The available operators are: =, �, >, <, �, �, contains, notcontains, soundslike, etc. See also: Search Operators.

Show

The (gray) Show button in the Note area, lower left of Data Entry layout makes the Notes field contents appear in the Display area at the bottom of the 
screen. If no notes exist for the selected Foundation, that will be indicated. Click over the Display text to cause the contents to display full screen; click in 
the middle of the screen that popped up to return to the Data Entry layout or use the Close button in the popup Display screen.

Show CHART

The Show Chart button displays selected records in graph form. The Screen orientation image above represents 21 grants found to be greater than or equal 
to $1 million, grouped by category. The Detail image shows the same grants in graph format. To remove all summaries, use the RemoveSummaries 
button in the list or Search form layouts.

Show DETAIL

The Show DETAIL button shows detailed 'data level' information, either when all summaries have been removed, or if a list of grants has been grouped, 
(e.g., by category, with summary values appearing in the list showing subtotals by category). If the Show SUMMARY info was used, it shows only the 
summary and grand summary values on screen; use the Show DETAIL button to show the individual record data when only summary values appear. The 
Show DETAIL button leaves the summary values, if any; use the Remove all summaries button to actually erase the summary values.
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Show GEOG distrib.

The Show GEOG distrib. button allows the user to choose to display geographic distribution of selected grants by Amount or by location (town)...see 
Screen orientation above. To use the Town option, type 'town' in the search box and click OK. The results of that option are shown in the Detail image 
which displays a popup dialog which appears after the 'town' option was selected; this option allows the user to capture the data by clicking the Copy 
button in the dialog window.

Show SUMMARY info

The Show SUMMARY info button allows the user to 'collapse' the information shown to include only the summary records for records which have been 
grouped, for example by Category or Town. The Screen orientation image shows detail and summary records with the summary records shown in blue. 
Clicking the Show SUMMARY info button removes the detail from view, leaving only the summary records visible.

Sort by AMOUNT

The Sort by AMOUNT button groups the selected records by Foundation name (Source), adds up the subtotals for each Foundation and presents the user 
with the option of staying with the summary records or showing the detail level records along with the summaries for each Foundation. The Detail image 
shows records which have been sorted by amount at the summary level (the largest Foundation grant total appears at the top of the list, with detail 
(grants) sorted down by amount within each group of Foundation grants.

See also the Amount button, which simply sorts selected grants by amount but does not group the grants by Foundation name.

Sort by GRANTEE

The Sort by GRANTEE button sorts the selected group of grants by Grantee name. The Detail image shows the results of choosing the Group by grantee 
option presented to the user when the Sort by GRANTEE button is used. See also the RemoveSummaries button, which will remove the summary subtotals.

Source

The Source button in the Grants database causes the selected records to be sorted alphabetically by SortName. As part of the procedure, the user is asked 
to organize the records in detail or to summarize the totals for each selected Foundation. In the Detail image above, the database shows summary totals. 
To remove the summaries, click the Remove SUMMARIES button.

Splash screen

The 'Splash' screen opens each time the database opens. The Splash screen may be accessed by choosing 'About' option from the menu bar, or by 
clicking the copyright button (bottom right of the Alpha button cluster) in the Sources database (or by clicking the DataBook title in Sources). A mini-
version of the splash screen is available from the Grants database as well, however the Splash for Sources provides the user with a lot more information 
about the database, including the number of times it has been saved; the location of the DataBook files on your hard drive; the number of records in 
Sources; the number of records which are earmarked and which have Notes; the number of records which are new...i.e., added by you, the Power User! 
(Detail image shows a portion of the Splash screen, showing the registered user, date of installation, number of saves, operating system, last modification 
date, number of foundations profiled, number selected, number of records with BiogNotes, number of records with Notes, date of last save and file 
location. Whew! Could be useful though.... Note: the DBkHelpFile has its own Splash screen, which may be accessed by clicking the About Help File in 
the top right of the HelpNotes window.

To close a Splash screen, click in the middle of the Splash screen window.
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Structure

The screen orientation shows the structure diagram of the Sources and Grants databases, which are 'connected' by the EIN Employer Identification 
Number, a unique number assigned by the IRS for every nonprofit organization) for the Foundation. As the diagram indicates, you would want to search 
in the Sources database for the fields which are available in Sources.  The Detail image shows a popup list of fields in the Sources database.

Taxonomy

The 'View Taxonomy' button in the Grants database opens a window displaying the 26 major categories used to classify each grant. The categories come 
from the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) classification system. Clciking one of the 26 categories on the scrolling list on the left will cause 
the explanatory description of the major category to appear in the right portion of the Taxonomy window. The Orientation view, above left, shows the 
Taxonomy button in the Search form of the Grants database. The detail view, above right, shows the Taxonomy database with 'Human services' selected. 
Note that clicking in the lower right corner of the Taxonomy window will expand the window (if you drag to the right) and also expand the type size if 
you drag the window corner downward.

Tech Support

••• In Sources, click the email button to prepare an email message to tech support (or click TechSupport's nose, above right).
•••The help file is updated periodically. If you think that an additional help topic is needed, or if you want help trying to accomplish a particular task 
using the DataBook software, feel free to send an email to the DataBook Technical Support World Headquarters by using the popup list of email addresses 
in the Sources database. Please be specific about what you would like help doing and any details which will help understand the problem or need. 

ToDo

The ToDo button (lavender) pops up a window for keeping a personal To Do List. You can keep any text notes you like, for instance 'Write to Gates 
Foundation for their guidelines,' or 'lunch with Tony on Wednesday.' From within the text box the button choices are OK, copy or cancel. If you copy, the 
contents of the ToDo List is copied, including changes you may have made, but it is not saved unless you click the Save button after exiting the ToDo 
dialog box. If you want to make changes and have them saved, make the changes, click OK, then re-open the To Do List and copy the contents.

• If the phrase 'alwaysopen' appears anywhere within the text box, the ToDo List will always open when the Sources database is opened (or Re-
Initialized). (The phrase must be 'alwaysopen' and not 'always open'.)
• To PREVENT the To Do List from opening each time the Sources database is opened or re-initialized, make sure that text string 'alwaysopen' does not 
appear in the saved text.
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URL

WINDOWS: If the URL field has a web address (URL) it is added to the clipboard, ready to paste into the address line of your browser. If the field does not 
have data, you are invited to enter a URL for the selected Foundation. Options similar to those on Macs are expected with the next revision of Panorama 
for Windows 5.5, late 2009.

MACS: The URL button now pops up a list comprised of three or four groups separated by a light gray divider line. 

Both Windows & Macs: The 'WebAddress' field contains the URL data.

The first list item is the URL for the selected foundation, if it has a one. (If it does not have a URL, that is indicated.) 

The next group is for editing and its elements appear in CAPITALS. The options allow you to COPY the entire list, EDIT the URL for a single foundation, to 
edit your own PRIVATE LIST of additional URLs or to SELECT foundations which have URLs. For editing your private list, use the format 
'Nickname~www.webaddress.com' (provide a Nickname, type the tilde key (~) and then the URL, with no spaces in between those elements. 

After the edit options is a list of commonly used URLs: the DataBook home page; the state government website for your state (if any...if you have one and 
it does not appear, add it to your private list); Google; GuideStar; and the Provue Development/Panorama home page.

Note: when selecting the GuideStar option from the URL button, you will be prompted to include the EIN on the clipboard as part of opening the 
GuideStar website for just this reason. When the EIN is on the clipboard and the browser opens directly to the GuideStar search page, just click in the 
'Keyword' search box and paste the EIN...and go directly to the record you need. (See also the 'EIN' topic.)

The next group allows you to keep a 'private' list of URLs of your own choosing. To add to this list or edit the list, choose the EDIT.PRIVATE.LIST option 
from the popup list. To add a new URL, click the blank area at the top of the edit-box list and type or paste new information, using the format 
'Nickname~URL' (type a nickname, then type a tilde (~) and either paste or type the URL, leaving no spaces before or after the tilde. The tilde key is to the 
left of the '1' key in the numbers row.

The SELECT.URL.GROUP option selects foundations which have URLs.

The final group  is the list of all foundations which have URLs...click a Foundation name to select that Foundation and open its web page.

If you select a URL from the popup list your browser will open automatically and go to the selected URL. If the URL you selected is for one of the 
foundations in the DataBook, the software will select that foundation before opening the web page.

Personal aside: of all the DataBook states, one state in particular stands out for its excellence in making 'public information' accessible to the public. 
That state is Oregon. Other states provide such limited information that it seems their interests are not in keeping with public access. Examples: Tennessee 
provides only an organization name, address, contact person and telephone. Nothing else; no financial info, no EIN, no interest areas...I don't see how 
they could provide less information. Washington State allows for voluntary participation, so some of the largest foundations in the state are 
omitted...worthless! The public would benefit if other states followed the excellent resource provided by the state of Oregon: 
www.doj.state.or.us/cgi-bin/charigroup_db_query.pl

VIEW 'hidden data'

In many fields, for instance the Purpose field of the Sources database, there may be more data than is visible. To view all the information, click over the 
field and a Viewer window (with a scrollbar) will pop up so that all the data can be viewed. To close the Viewer window, click outside the window 
(Windows) or hit the Enter key (Macs). (Note: you may also Alt-click (Win) or  option-click (Mac) over the field to present the field contents in the Display 
area a the bottom of the Sources Data Entry layout. Click over the contents of the Display to pop-open a larger display window. To close the larger 
display window, click anywhere in the middle of the larger window.)

Alt/Option Key: Shows data in Display; in 
Display, opens larger view

Window (popup list)

The word 'Window' appears in the upper left corner of both Sources and Grants (Screen orientation view) and next to it is a small black triangle. Click on 
the triangle to popup a list of open databases, commonly Grants and Sources, but any other open databases will also appear in this list (Detail view). If 
nothing is selected from the popup list, you will remain with the currently active window; if one is chosen from the list, you will switch to that database 
window. NOTE: latest versions of the DataBook software have replaced the two Max and Zm buttons with a more universal WindowSize button.
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Wizards

Panorama comes with many 'Wizards' or small utilities which perform a particular function. The Screen Orientation image (above left) shows many of the 
Wizard on a pop-up list with 'Internet' chosen...the sub-menu shows the Internet Wizards. Normally the Wizards do not appear as a choice from the 
Sources or Grants menubar options. To view all the Wizards, first open the Mini-Calendar Wizard by clicking the 'Calendr' button (Screen orientation 
image above left) or choosing from the pop-up list using the Other Procs pop-up... When one of the Wizards is open you can access all of the other 
Wizards using the menubar options. While most are not needed by the DataBook software you might find it fun to explore some of the Wizards, for 
instance the FedEx or UPS tracking wizards, the Calculator,  or the Mini Applications Wizards like the Stopwatch, Task timer or Mini-Contacts. The Detail 
image shows the Live Clairvoyance Search Wizard with the Formula option selected. Clicking the magnifying glass icon pops up a list of saved formula 
searches. To save a search, type a valid formula in the text entry area of the Search Wizard, then click the magnifying glass icon and choose the 'save' 
option.

Zm

The Zm button re-sizes the window to a predetermined size which should be visible on any monitor. In both Sources and Grants, the Zm button is in the 
upper left corner. In the DataBook HelpNotes file, you have additional options using the WinSizer button: you can 'park' the help file in the corners of 
your screen for ready access or you can zoom to a 'regular' sized window, or choose the Large option. You may also expand the main HelpNotes window 
using the Regular, Big or Tall options...even full screen if you want.

© 

The copyright symbol ( © ) button (lower right of the AlphaButton cluster; see separate image for Alphabuttons...the detail image shows the copyright 
button, which may be used to open the 'Splash' screen at any time. The Splash screen also opens automatically each time the database is opened. It 
describes which DataBook is represented, includes contact information for C&D Publishing, shows the registered owner, the number of saves, the location 
of the files on your hard drive, when the file was last modified, the number of new records and a note about the structure for the Sources and Grants 
databases. Use the PrintThis button in the upper left of the Splash screen to print it out. Click the Close button (or anywhere in the middle of the Splash 
screen actually) to close it. In this DBkHelp file, use the About Help File button (upper-right) to open the Splash screen for the Help File.
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